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Background 
 

This quarter, Fantastic 6 has worked to redesign the UC Davis University Writing 
Program’s website to optimize user experience. Through group collaboration we came 
up with personas and use cases. We used these to target real individuals to test our 
product throughout the creative process. Their feedback was essential in creating the 
most user-friendly site possible. We used the feedback to make adjustments to the site 
in the wireframing and prototyping phases. The user design, or the overall experience of 
a person using a product such as a website in terms of how easy or pleasing it is to use 
was our main focus when reimagining the site. We wanted to make it more visually 
appealing, have a more logical layout, and have the most frequently sought after 
information be most easily accessible. After working hard to make a new and improved 
UWP website, we are excited to share it with you.  
 

  



 

Executive Summary  
 

By developing and testing personas and use cases we deduced what changes 
the University Writing Program website must undergo. We created an online survey 
which ended up getting around 50 survey responses with a mixture of students and 
faculty members. We analyzed the data and started to find patterns based on students’ 
majors and minors as well as their purpose for visiting the UWP website in the past. In 
the end, we decided that the UWP website has five core user groups, which we used to 
build our personas. The first user group consists of students looking to find information 
about the upper division composition exam. There are also two other user groups that 
consist of students who are either interested in pursuing the Professional Writing minor, 
or have already decided to pursue the minor. In addition, we found two user groups 
within UWP faculty members. One user group consists of faculty members who use the 
website on a daily basis, for instance, when they are advising students, and the other 
user group consists of lecturers and professors who use the website on a more weekly 
basis.  

In continuing our redesign for the University Writing Program’s (UWP) website, 
we used the user feedback we obtained from conducting the survey in order to create 
wireframes for the redesign. After completing the wireframes for the proposed redesign, 
we conducted user testing with real users who represent each of the personas laid out 
in the previous project. Using the survey responses we got in the last project, we 
compiled the main purposes for each users’ visit to the website, any pain points the 
users listed, and improvements they had suggested. The site map allowed us to 
redesign the navigation of the site before determining each individual page’s structure. 
The task flows, on the other hand, were created by taking each of the use cases from 
each persona. Once we built both the site map and the task flows for the first and 
second levels of the website, we were able to proceed on to the wireframes.  

After the completion of the wireframes, we moved on to conduct usability testing 
with prospective users who mirror the qualities of each persona we described in the 
previous project. The participant is given a specific task to perform on the site; typically 
this task is something a user would do on a regular basis. We created 2-3 test scenarios 
for each of the personas and we aimed to perform each test at least 3 times. These test 
scenarios matched the use cases for each of the personas that we created in the 
previous project. Overall, our testing went well; we had 33 tests pass and 2 tests fail. 
The feedback that we gained from the testing process as a whole was invaluable 
because it helped us see a couple of small changes that we should make for the next 
iteration of wireframes before we move on to creating a functioning prototype of the new 
website. Based on the feedback we received, we decided to add a sub page of “Staff 



 

Directory” as well as “Minor” for advisor information. This will hopefully grasp the 
attention of prospective students for the Professional Writing Minor, as well as listing all 
staff in an organized manor on the “Staff Directory” page. These small changes will 
make the website more user friendly for all potential site visitors. A couple of the 
participants commented on the label font of the quick links, so we decided to change the 
font, and make it bolded. In addition, one of the participants noted that the one of the 
pages of the prototype was linked incorrectly, and we were able to make the adjustment 
before further testing occurred. An additional couple of participants noted that the full 
drop down menu for all of the second level pages was very useful in deciding where the 
first or second click should occur. The final piece of information we receive from one of 
the participants was that the site seemed rather “zoomed in”, and we’re making the 
recommendation that the site be proportional to the size of a web page when converting 
the prototype design to the real website. 

After completing the full project that aligns with the research aspect of a product 
life cycle, our team developed a few key recommendations for the new University 
Writing Program website. We believe that changing the structure of the website will help 
users be able to navigate the website easier. Changing the logo to have a more modern 
feel will update the brand of the department to be more visually appealing. We believe 
that the addition of the graphic icons to represent the quick links on each of the pages 
will ease the user’s journey throughout the website, and make the website have an 
overall more visually appealing look. 
 
 

 
 
  



 

Personas  
 
Emily Wanton 
22 years old 
Female 
Undergraduate Student 
Communication Major 
Prospective UWP minor 
Visits the site several times a week 
 

Emily Wanton, a current undergraduate sophomore majoring in Communications at the 
University of California, Davis, feels relatively comfortable with technology. She dabbles 
in various technological platforms to transform class material into skills.  
 
Emily is working on completing her Communication major, which is troublesome 
because classes fill up before she is able to register. Instead of crying defeat, she 
researches classes for her two prospective minors, one being professional writing. She 
encounters many UWP courses on the UC Davis Schedule Builder platform, but cannot 
decipher what classes satisfy the minor. Emily has time constraints from being a 
full-time student meaning she needs to access all academic information quickly to make 
appropriate choices.  
Use Cases: 

1. Emily is searching for classes that fulfill the UWP minor. She finds UWP 106: 
English Grammar, but hesitates because her roommate Emma used the same 
class to fulfill a Linguistic major requirement. Deciding to double check, she 
revisits the UWP website. 

2. Emily is planning to study abroad her junior year. This would limit her time to 
complete the UWP minor internship requirement with an actual employer. She 
realizes that her new plans may prevent her from pursuing a UWP minor. She 
visits the website for internship coordinator contact information, and to check 
internship guidelines. If reasonable accommodations or alternatives can not be 
made, Emily will settle, pursuing her second prospective major.  

 
Michelle Smith 
40 years old 
Female 
Faculty Member 
Visits the site once a week 



 

Michelle is a University of California, Davis professor who teaches upper division UWP 
courses. She is a mother of two and a part-time professor. She works in Sacramento 
and enjoys creative writing on the side. She considers herself to be proficient in 
technology since her day to day work requires her to use it.  
 
She is okay with using the UWP website for her weekly needs, and uses it to check 
courses schedules and find contact information. Michelle is a faculty member that helps 
direct students to the correct advisors and programs. 
Use Cases: 

1. In the first scenario, Michelle is searching through the UWP website to find 
contact information for advisors within the UWP minor to get information for 
students. She also uses it to find office hours and to give prospective students 
more resources within the writing department. 

2. In the second scenario, Michelle is looking for information about testing out of an 
upper division writing composition requirement for students of any major. She 
navigates to the upper division composition exam page to show the students 
where they can learn more information about the requirement and the test. 
 

 
Sarah Wu 
22 years old 
Female 
Undergraduate Student 
Humanities Major 
Visited the site 1-2 times ever 
 

Sarah is a current undergraduate student at the University of California, Davis. Sarah 
has completed enough coursework as a humanities major to obtain upper division 
standing. She considers herself tech-savvy as she uses technology to take notes and 
work on projects for most of her courses. In addition, she is comfortable using other UC 
Davis websites such as the website that belongs to her major.  
 
Sarah is a busy college student, as she is heavily involved in a community service 
organization on campus, and she works part time at the Coffee House. Since she is so 
involved on campus outside of her studies, she does not want to spend an extended 
period of time exploring the UWP website for her needs.  
Use Cases: 

1. In the first scenario, Sarah has recently completed enough units to gain upper 
division standing. Now, she can start to research the upper division composition 



 

requirement for her respective college. She first visits the website to see which 
courses would count toward the upper division writing requirement, to find more 
information about the Upper Division Composition Exam, and to determine how 
many units are required before attempting the test. 

2. In another scenario, Sarah is already aware of the requirements for the upper 
division composition requirement for her respective college. She chooses to visit 
the website because she has decided to take the Upper Division Composition 
Exam. She is looking for information regarding the various test dates and times, 
the cost of the exam, how to register, and what to bring on test day. 

 
 
Debby Kim 
45 years old 
Female 
Faculty Member 
Visits the site daily 
 

Debby is a faculty member at UC Davis, and is very comfortable using technology. She 
has been at UC Davis for 8 years now, and has been a UWP advisor for 3 years. She is 
confident in navigating university websites and is familiar with the University Writing 
Program.  
 
She helps advise students in the UWP minor, and assists in course scheduling. She 
answers many of the same questions from students in her advising appointments, so it 
is important for her to be familiar with and confident using the website. It is important for 
her to be able to easily navigate the website from page to page.  
Uses Cases:  

1. In the first scenario, Debby is meeting with a third year Political Science major 
who is interested in exploring minors. She tells the student about the UWP minor 
at UC Davis. She pulls up the UWP website to show the student the 
requirements that they would need to complete before graduation. She also pulls 
up the staff directory on the website in order to direct the student to another 
faculty member that can advise him on how to find a writing internship in line with 
UWP minor requirements.  

2. In the next scenario, a current student minoring in UWP has scheduled an 
appointment to learn more about what classes to take to be most beneficial in to 
her future career path. Debby pulls up course information on the website while 
pointing out classes that may be of particular interest to the student based on 
course descriptions. 



 

 
Sam Stevenson 
21 years old 
Male 
Undergraduate Student 
Professional Writing Minor 
Visited the site a few times 
 

Sam is a current junior at the University of California, Davis majoring in International 
Relations and pursuing a professional writing minor. The internet makes his life 
possible. Sam is fairly comfortable with different websites and technology in general, as 
he uses technology to stay on top of his busy schedule. 
 
Sam does not have a lot of free time on his hands. He works as an intern in a law office 
to help support himself through college and it is located in downtown Sacramento. He 
rides his bike to to school, but drives to work. He spends most of his mornings and 
afternoons in class, while working in the evening and at night. Sam is also active with 
groups on campus. Throughout the week, he has meetings with both the Model United 
Nations and a pre-law association.  
 
Use Cases: 

1. Being a professional writing minor, Sam knows that he needs a writing internship 
in order to complete the necessary requirements. Sam figures that the best place 
to find a writing internship would be to check the UC Davis UWP website.  

2. The period of time for course registration is coming up, and Sam needs to 
schedule classes for UWP minor. He is unsure of what classes count toward the 
requirements for the minor, so he looks to the UWP website to find a list of 
classes that will correctly fulfill the UWP minor. 

 
  



 

Services Provided  
 

Why do you need the services of a UX design team? We wanted to make the 
website more usable for important core tasks of users.  The UX process is essential for 
creating a website that is usable, accessible, and have a strong appeal to the user.  In 
order to meet those goals our UX team provides the services of researching, testing, 
and designing. 

First, we looked for a purpose to create a new design for the UWP website.  In 
order to find what the website needed we did research into the needs of the people that 
used the website. We took the time to gather the information needed.  The first step in 
our research was to create a survey with question to address people’s wants from the 
website.   We put this survey on social media, emailed it to specific people, and also 
asked people personally if they would take the survey.  This survey covered questions 
of what people and why they used the website. 
 
 We gathered information from the survey, and from personal responses of individual 

people we asked.  With that information, we created the aforementioned personas. 
These personas allowed us to identify five main groups of people that were going to use 
this site.  Each of these groups of people had different uses for the website.  

Now that we had an idea of what the users wanted out of the website we tested 
our ideas.  The group developed wireframes for the webpages based on the information 
gathered.  Wireframes are basic webpages that orient the layout of the webpages in 
black and white with simple graphics.  
 



 

 
It was important to test with these wireframes before hand because our initial personas 
were based on theoretical ideas.  Now we are putting the idea to practical use, and if 
there are any large problems we can fix the problem much quicker in the wireframes 
than in a more developed prototype.  We then printed out the wireframes to start testing 
our ideas with actual people represented by our personas. We provided the testers with 
scenarios of tasks they would encounter. We devised these tasks from the personas 
use cases. We then recorded our results of whether the testers succeeded in the task or 
failed.  

 
We used our test results to fix any problems we came across, and then moved on to the 
next stage, designing a prototype. 

A huge service provided by our group is the designing of the website.  Our group 
used the research that we had gathered and applied it to make the website more 
appealing to the user.  We found from our research that the website was not very 
appealing to the users of the website.  
 



 

 
On the left-hand side is the current website design.  On the right-hand side is our newly 
designed website.  I think it is pretty obvious which one looks better, but I am not the 
only one because we have also gather opinions of what people like during the design 
process.  Not only is this design process important for the aesthetics, but it was used as 
a refined testing process. Through testing with the prototype, we have noticed a few 
nuances that have proven useful for the website. For instance, the home page has a 
drop-down menu bar that our testers found useful.  

Our services are very necessary for the redesign of the UWP website.  We put 
the effort into research of what needs to be done. We then put the effort into putting the 
research into practical means. We then took the time to test the project.  Not once but 
twice we tested the project. Each time getting more refined, until we had a finished 
project.  We also used the research to make a design that will make user more willing to 
use the webpage.  In conclusion, you will not be dissatisfied with our services provided. 
 
  



 

Overview of Interaction Framework 
 
Site Map 
 

Before our team could even think about or explore a new design for the website, 
we developed a new site map based on our own experiences and difficulties navigating 
the current website as well as feedback in our survey. The results from the survey 
proved that both students and faculty members who have visited the website in the 
past, had experienced difficulties at one point or another to find the information they 
were searching for. The new site map (see Figure 1) aims to ease the flow between 
each level of the site and the user’s search for specific pages.  
 

 
 

Figure 1: New Site Map for UWP Website 

 
Navigation 
 

When structuring the new website, we decided to categorize the most important 
pages into three levels. The first level is just the homepage. From the homepage, we 
hoped to provide the user with a quick and easy way to navigate a few key pages of the 
site as well as an easy way to get to each of the second or third level of pages. The 
second level consists of pages titled “About”, “Courses”, “Minor”, “Directory”, and 
“Resources”. These page titles differ from the original site; however, these new page 
titles were created with the hope of making the overall navigation of the website easier. 
The third level is comprised of many of the key pages that users visit the website to find. 
These include pages such as “Upper Division Composition Exam”, “University Writing 



 

Requirements”, “Winter 2018” course schedule, “Requirements” for the Professional 
Writing Minor, and many more.  
 
Key Components 
 

We added a couple key components on every page including a menu bar, and a 
form of quick links. The menu bar, located at the top of every page, states each of the 
second level pages. Once the user hovers over any part of the menu bar (see Figure 2), 
the list of third level pages will appear. This decision was made based off of the 
difficulties that people we surveyed had with the current drop down menus on the 
current website. With this full menu bar, users will be able to see all of the pages from 
the first, second, and third levels from any page on the site.  
 

 
Figure 2: New Menu Bar 

 
In addition to the menu bar, we added a variation of quick links on each of the 

first and second level pages. On the homepage, we added quick links for the most 
visited pages based on the survey we conducted. These quick links (see Figure 3) allow 
the user to jump from the homepage (level one), directly to the desired page (level 
three). This will ease the user’s experience on the website, and the graphics add a 
visually pleasing aspect to the homepage’s design. 
 

 
Figure 3: Quick Links on the Homepage 

 
Personas 
 

Earlier, we described the personas that we created based off of the survey 
responses we received. First, we have Sarah Wu, a student who is not pursuing a minor 
in Professional Writing, and is looking to find information about the exams and upper 
division requirements. Emily Wanton is a student who is exploring the Professional 
Writing minor, but has not fully committed to taking all of the necessary courses. Sam 
Stevenson is a student is has committed to pursuing the minor, and is looking for 



 

information about internships that he can do to fulfill his requirements. Next, there’s 
Debby Kim. She is a faculty member and advisor within the UWP department, and is 
looking for information to help her students. Finally, there’s Michelle Smith, who is a 
professor in the UWP department and needs to have access to general information that 
students may ask about.  
 
Use Cases 
 

For each of the personas, we created at least two use cases or testing scenarios 
based on the information that we got from our initial survey. For Sarah, the two use 
cases were: researching the upper division composition requirement for her college, 
and to find information regarding registering for the Upper Division Composition Exam. 
Emily’s two use cases consisted of: checking if a particular class fulfills the Professional 
Writing minor requirements, and to find how to contact the advisor for the minor since 
she has questions about a potential internship abroad program. The two use cases for 
Sam were: searching for an internship for the Professional Writing minor, and looking 
for possible classes to take in the upcoming quarter. For Debby, the two use cases 
were: telling a student about the Professional Writing minor as an option to pursue, and 
showing a student what classes that fulfill the minor requirements would be most 
beneficial for their career path after graduation. Finally, Michelle’s two use cases were: 
showing a student where they can find the office hours for a different faculty member, 
and how to test out of the upper division writing composition requirement. 
 
Analysis  
 

We leveraged the use cases when we were making structural decisions for the 
new website. When analyzing the current website’s navigation, we discovered that it 
was difficult to pinpoint where the “Upper Division Composition Exam” information would 
be, as well as the requirements and any information regarding the Professional Writing 
minor. We decided to create alternate titles for some of the second level pages, namely 
“Courses”, “Minor”, and “Resources”. This change was made in order to group the main 
content of the website differently. Since it was difficult to navigate to the UDCE, we 
moved it under the “Courses” page since the exam would be replacing a potential 
course that a student could test out of. We made the decision to have “Minor” as a 
second level page instead of a third level page that the current website had because we 
felt that it was an important aspect of the University Writing Program and it should be 
showcased as such. Not a lot of students know about the minor, its requirements, or its 
benefits, so we believe that by having it as a second level page, more students will 
become aware of its existence. In addition, students may become more aware of the 
Professional Writing minor since we placed a quick link to the requirements of the minor 
on the homepage in the form of a new icon. 
 
  



 

Visual Systems and Style Guide 
 
Page Design 
 

                       
Figure 1: Original Website      Figure 2: Version 1      Figure 3: Final Version 
 

Our goal with the redesign of the page was to keep the functionality of the 
original website and add on to it. The elements in the original design include the logo, 
search bar, a slider element featuring news and information, quicklinks and 
miscellaneous opportunities. Our first version, has all these elements but also includes 
a mission statement and contact information in the footer as well a graphic element in 
the header. Our final version does not include a mission statement, but all the 
information is formatted with a grid system with appropriate accent elements i.e. yellow 
highlight of headings, icons, etc. in order to add to the visual appeal. 
 
Colors 
 

                       
Figure 1: #36537C           Figure 2: #D6B21A          Figure 3: #0C306A  

The choice of colors was an important decision as this website is directly 
affiliated with the University of California and therefore should adequately represent the 
organization. We kept the color palette very similar to the one of the original website, 
which features a grayish blue and gold. For our final version, we used the original blue 
in the footer, and in the majority of the text and icons. We also chose a brighter version 
of gold as well as a brighter version of blue for the logo. These colors were then 
repeated in the search bar, headings, and icons to emphasize visual unity. In addition to 



 

these colors, black, light grey and white were used in certain areas to show contrast. 
The graphic of the UC Davis water tank was chosen due to its complementary light blue 
which fit the color palette and displayed the logo. 
 
Layout 
 

The layout in our final version utilizes a more grid like pattern in comparison to 
the original website. The logo and the search bar were kept in the header while the 
contact information was moved to the footer in order to declutter the top section of the 
website. The largest change to the layout was the addition of icons for the quicklinks. 
This moved the quicklinks from the right of the miscellaneous information to above it 
which allowed the icons to stand out and become more accessible. 
 
Logo Design  

 
 

The reason for redesigning the logo was because the current logo was outdated. 
It looked as if it hadn’t been changed since the website was made. We made changes 
based on the current design with a more modern look. We changed the color scheme to 
be brighter based on original color scheme and changed typography of logo by looking 
through illustrator fonts and decided to keep original idea of two different fonts. What 
also changed was instead of using uppercase letters, we switched them to lowercase 
letters to draw more attention.  
 
Typography  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

We Decided to have san serif fonts to keep the look of the site clean and 
modern. We used these fonts on both logo and web design. We used both bold and 
regular style fonts.  
 
Icons  
 

 
 

Icons were decided to visualize the quick links, that way it would be easy to find 
important pages. The icons chosen were to visualize what each quick link was. The 
color was chosen to follow the pattern of the site. We decided to put a circle around 
them to make it easier to understand that they are links.  
 
  



 

Overview of Screens and Elements 
 

Our revamped UWP website prototype has fifteen screens that introduce and 
explore first, second, and third level web page designs. The home page showcases 
buttons that introduce what the UWP program provides as an on-campus resource. The 
tabs listed horizontally underneath the UWP logo are the five-main drop-down menu 
tabs. About: explains the function of the UWP department and information needed to 
understand their departmental role on UC Davis. Courses: includes all the courses 
associated with the UWP department that all students can or are required to take. 
Minor: holds all the relevant information associated with the UWP minor. Directory: lists 
all UWP department faculty and staff contact information. Resources: has all available 
UWP resources. The quick links icons below the display image redirect viewers to one 
of the options available in either the About, Courses, Minor, Directory, or Resources 
drop down menus. Below the quick links is the newsfeed section that depicts what’s 
new with the UWP department. 

The second level design of the homepage expands the horizontal bar tabs: 
About, Courses, Minor, Directory, and Resources. About holds: Program History, 
Publications, Position Announcements, Hours & Location, FAQs, and Contact 
Information. Courses holds: Course Schedules, Course Descriptions, Upper Division 
Composition Exam, and University Writing Requirements. Minor holds: Requirements, 
Forms Internships, Portfolios, Advisor Information, and FAQs. Directory holds: Faculty, 
Staff, Faculty Administrators, Emeriti faculty, and Graduate Students/TAs. Resources 
holds: Study Abroad, Tutoring, TA courses, Writing Across Curriculum, Graduate 
Writing Consultations, Writing Ambassadors. 

The About screen shows a third level design of the About tab. There are two 
horizontal rows of three quick link icons are below the About title. There is a full text 
box, which resides below the quick links, that describes the purpose and expectation of 
the UWP department and services. 

The Courses screen shows third level design of the courses tab. There are four 
horizontal icon quick links below the Courses title. The left vertical box categorizes 
courses into six descriptions. Clicking on an option will show you the list of courses 
associated with that description. The right vertical box categorizes course schedules by 
school terms. 

The Professional Writing Minor screen shows a third level design of the Minor 
tab. This section has four horizontal icon quick links below the Professional Writing 
Minor title. The left vertical box holds links directing to Forms and Advisor information. 
The right vertical box has a description of the UWP writing minor. 



 

The Directory screen shows a third level design of the Directory tab. In this tab 
there are five horizontal quick link icons that lay below the Directory title. The left vertical 
box holds links to references, and forms. The partial full text box on the right lists all 
current staff and faculty by name, office location, office hours email address, and phone 
number. 

The Resources screen shows a third level design of the Resources tab. There 
are two horizontal rows of three quick link icons below the Resource title. A full text box, 
which resides below the quick links, describes the breadth of purposes of UWP 
departmental resources.  

The Upper Division Composition Exam screen shows a third level design of the 
Upper Division Composition Exam option under the Courses drop down menu. In this 
page there are four horizontal icon quick links below the Upper Division Composition 
Exam title. Below the quick links is a full text box describing the specifications for the 
exam. 

The Lower Division Courses screen shows a third level design of the Lower 
Division Courses option embedded in the Courses tab. Four horizontal icon quick links 
are below the Lower Division Courses title. A full text box, providing information on 
lower division courses, is below the quick links. 

The Requirements screen shows a third level design of the Requirements option 
under the Minor tab. Four horizontal icon quick links are below the Requirements title. A 
full text box provides information on requirements below the quick links. 

The Advisor Information screen shows a third level design of the Advisor 
Information option under the Minor tab. Four horizontal icon quick links are below the 
Advisor information title. A full text gives more information on Advisors after the quick 
links. 

The Hours & Location screen shows a third level design of the Hours and 
Location option under About. Two horizontal rows of three quick link icons are below the 
title. An information text box expands on more information concerning Hours and 
location of Faculty, staff and advisors. 

The Upper Division Courses screen shows a third level design for the Upper 
Division Courses option embedded in Courses. Fours horizontal quick link icons are 
below the title. An information text box explores some upper division courses below the 
links. The Internships screen shows a third level design for the Internships option under 
Minor. Four horizontal icon quick links are below the title. An information text box 
explains the UWP internship credits and etc.  

The Requirements by college screen shows a third level design for the 
requirements by college option embedded in the Courses tab. Four horizontal icon quick 
links are below the title. An information text box explains different requirements by 
college based on a student’s major. 



 

 

Conclusion 
 

By using our individual skills and working as a group we were able to create a 
new website that we are very proud of. We feel that we have made great improvements 
to user experience by creating a more user-friendly layout. We designed the logo to 
have a more modern look and incorporated buttons to easily navigate from page to 
page. This new site is much more visually appealing and easy to use for both students 
and faculty.  
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